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ESENCIA
When Daniel Figueroa designed Esencia he gave the chair both soul and personality.
We named it Esencia after the Latin word essentia. It means the essential, the
core of the matter or the crucial element. And the chair is thought through down
to the last detail in terms of choice of materials, shape and functionality. What is
essential for you is of greatest importance to us.
WITH A FEELING FOR DETAIL
The Esencia task chair from Drabert is well-designed and thought-through
down to the last detail. Each design choice is made to create both an appealing, flexible and functional chair. It is ideal both aesthetically and functionally
in many different environments, either as a task chair or a meeting chair. As it
is so user-friendly and has automatic weight detection, it is also ideal in the
Kinnarps’ Next Office (Activity Based Working) concept, where the chair can be
used by many different people. It is available in many exciting colours and
fabric combinations. The back is upholstered with a durable 3D mesh that
provides both great comfort and a beautiful finish. In terms of weight, Esencia
is one of the lightest chairs on the market. It is also an eco-friendly option as
it is possible to dismantle and recycle it.
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FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
Esencia is designed with the user in mind and is easy to customise to the
individual, activities or situations. It is both user-friendly and logical. The
levers are easy to reach and easily adjust the chair to provide the best possible
seating position. Smooth seat depth adjustment for optimal seating position
is included as standard. Esencia can also be fitted with elegant inbuilt armrests,
both with 2D and 5D functionality. A height adjustable lumbar support for
additional lower back support is also available.
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SIMPLIFIED ERGONOMICS
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AWARD-WINNING DESIGNER
Esencia is a chair that will last for many years, both in terms of design and
functionality. It has an appealing and fresh design with pure and elegant
lines. Behind the design is the very renowned furniture designer - Daniel
Figueroa. He has collaborated with Drabert since 1995 and his previous
designs include the Salida and Entrada chairs. He has won numerous internationally recognised awards, many of them for Drabert products. Daniel
Figueroa boasts extensive experience in designing furniture for offices and
public environments, and he prefers to design task chairs most of all.

“A chair is so expressive and has so much soul and personality.”
- Daniel Figueroa
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SITTING CORRECTLY INVOLVES MOVEMENT
It is good for us and our muscles to keep our bodies moving even when we are
sitting down. This is why Esencia favours dynamic sitting as it allows for
movement. How far the chair back is allowed to tilt backwards is set by the
user. It can also be locked in an upright position. The Synchrone mechanism
allows for a smooth, balanced motion and offers a natural seating position.
The tilt function is self-adjusting and adapts to each individual user. By moving
your body even when sitting down you will notice how much more energy you
have and how better you feel.
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FUNCTIONS & OPTIONS

BACK
The back is upholstered with a 3D mesh that
provides the best possible comfort and support.
The shape of the back follows the spine to give
optimal support. The chair automatically adjusts
the tilting resistance but also allows for fine
adjustment by the user. The tilt can also be
locked in an upright position.

SEAT
The seat is both height and depth adjustable to
give the best possible back, leg and thigh
support. Seat depth adjustment is included as
standard.

SYNCHRONE MECHANISM
The automatic weight adjustment customises
the chair’s resistance and tilting depending on
who sits in it. It gives a balanced adjustment and
individually adapted support. The chair can also
be finely adjusted more as needed. The mechanism
also allows the seat and backrest to move
synchronously (simultaneously) in a 1:3 ratio all to promote better posture.

LUMBAR SUPPORT
The lumbar support, which is height adjustable
to suit the individual, is an excellent ergonomic
option. It is fitted to the outside of the chair back
and gives the lower back extra support.

SOFT CASTOR OPTION
Castors can be chosen depending on the type of
flooring available. Select soft black castors with
light-grey housing if the flooring is hard.

HARD CASTORS STANDARD
Select the black hard castors if the flooring is
soft.
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DESIGN SEAT
A designed seat with mesh fabric upper and
sides is available as optional. The colour of the
design seat’s mesh always matches the colour of
the mesh in the chair back.

STAR-BASE
Graphite black, silver or polished aluminium
star-bases are available as optional extras. The
star-base included as standard is a plastic
graphite black model.

2D ARMREST
Armrests are a smart option. The 2D version is
fixed to the mechanism keeping them in place
when the seat depth is adjusted. This gives the
best lower arm and elbow support. The 2D armrests are height and width adjustable.

5D ARMREST
The multifunctional 5D armrests are available as
optional extras. They are height, forward and
backward adjustable as well as inwards and
angled to give optimal support.
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KINNARPS COLOUR STUDIO
Be inspired by our unique and wide range of
fabrics - Kinnarps Colour Studio. It includes
everything you need when it comes to creative and
beautiful fabrics. An appealing collection with a
large selection of colours, materials and patterns.
With different characters and feelings. A
combination of classical elegance and the latest
trends. All to give your interior design your own
personal touch. Find the expression and
atmosphere that works best with your
environment. www.kinnarps.com/kcs
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MATERIAL

OMEGA 4324

OMEGA 4345

OMEGA 4360

OMEGA 4377

OMEGA 4398

OMEGA 4399

OMEGA 4391

OMEGA 4380

MESH FABRIC FOR BACK AND DESIGN SEAT
The back is upholstered using durable 3D mesh which is available in eight
wonderful colour versions. It can be combined with a seat that is covered with
another colour from our fabric collection. For instance Shimmer. A woolen
fabric with a shimmering feeling and an exciting expression.
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AN ENTIRELY NEW WORLD
Esencia is available in many different finishes and colours. It is possible to
choose an elegant, colourful chair where colour and shape appeals to all the
senses. Or maybe what is needed is a classical chair entirely in black with a
finish and shape that discretely and invitingly suits all environments. It is
possible to choose between a black back frame combined with black details
or white back frame with white details (colour selections are illustrated on
this page).

Back frame
(black or white)

Armrest pad
(black)

Armrest limb
(black or white)

Armrest joint
(black)

Armrest holder
(black or white)

Mechanism
(black)
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D-1075-DG

D-1075-DGLF (2D- Armrest) / D-1075-DGLM (5D- Armrest)

Instruction

D-1075-DG

480

385 - 450

385-515

390-520

–

–

•

-

•

•

D-1075-DGLF

480

385 - 450

385-515

390-520

–

•

190 - 290

-

•

•

D-1075-DGLM

480

385 - 450

385-515

390-520

–

•

190 - 290

-

•

•

ESENCIA - TASK CHAIR
MECHANISM Synchrone mechanism: When tilting, the back and seat move synchronously in a 1:3 ratio, variable tilting movement, and automatic weight detection, fine
adjustment option SEAT Adjustable sitting height (gas spring), adjustable seat depth. PADDING Polyether. STAR-BASE Plastic graphite black star-base with 5 castors for
soft flooring. OPTIONS Graphite black (A11), silver (A12) or polished star-base in aluminium (A31) as well as castors for hard flooring. ARMREST Functional 2D armrest.
Multifunctional 5D armrest. Armrest pad 244 x 90 mm in black PP, adjustable in height (190-290 mm) and width (20 mm/side). OTHER OPTIONS Designed seat with mesh
sides (SCD). White back frame in combination with white details (RWE). Lumbar support (LSHA) UNIT mm. DESIGN Daniel Figueroa
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